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British Journal of General Practice (BJGP)
Myanmar doctors under a military coup in the midst of the pandemic
The dream of universal healthcare in Myanmar becomes a nightmare
Project empathy. A response to the healthcare crisis in myanmar.
Myanmar’s director for covid vaccination programme tests positive for covid whilst in prison
Relaying financial aid to myanmar
The dilemma of civil disobedience at a time of covid
The chaos of covid in Myanmar

British Medical Journal (BMJ)
Medicine under fire - now is the time for solidarity

GP magazine
How UK GPs are helping to support doctors in Myanmar following the Military coup
The healthcare crisis in Myanmar - how UK GPs can help.
21,600 mile bike ride organised by UK GP raises £21,000 for medical care in Myanmar

The Times
Surgeon in Burma protests ask- would i save more lives by swapping my scalpel for a gun?
While the virus devours Myanmar, the junta wages war on doctors

The Guardian
Diary of a Myanmar medic: “I learned to treat gunshot wounds on YouTube’
Doctors under fire as Myanmar military targets efforts to aid injured protesters
Scores of medics in Myanmar face charges over anti-coup strike
Myanmar could become covid ‘super-spreader’ state says un expert

The Daily Mail
We mustn’t forget crisis in Myanmar

Statements of solidarity
BMA statement of solidarity with Myanmar
Tropical Health & Education Trust statement of solidarity with Myanmar
Royal College of Nursing statement of solidarity with Myanmar

Poem for Myanmar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqiyuilb11i

Channel 4
Myanmar doctors call for un intervention after protesters killed

Myanmar ruling junta blamed for denying healthcare amid delta variant surge

BBC Newsnight
Myanmar medics targeted by military for treating injured protesters
Royal College of Physicians commentary magazine
Healthcare at its most fragile: Myanmar amidst a military coup and Covid- 19
Dr Emma Mitchell. RCP commentary magazine November 2021

